CAN DO LIST

Introductory Levels
4A

Words: 109

Say simple greetings

公文式日本語教材CAN DO一覧表 英版

Beginner 1 Levels

Beginner 2 Levels

Talk simply to people about various things in
daily life

Understand familiar topics about social life and
express your ideas to others in a simple way

A

Read Hiragana

(AT THESE LEVELS STUDENTS CAN...)

Words: 165
Kanji: 58

Ask simple questions

Begin studying
Kanji!

Understand some of the
uses of particles

D

Words: 235
Kanji: 80

Study the writing style used in
newspapers and books
Use the expressions used
in informal, casual
conversations

Use simple negative sentences

3A

Words: 132

Recognize the differences
between two Japanese
sentence styles

Introduce yourself and
family members

Write Hiragana

B

Words: 162

Read and write Katakana

Talk about past
experiences

Use practical expressions
concerning time, place, price
and quantity

Write short sentences in
Hiragana(using 2 or 3 words)

2A

Words: 288
Kanji: 63

E

Words: 317
Kanji: 82

Express past, present,
and future events

Make requests and invitations
Communicate shop clerks
at stores

Understand simple
sentences about
everyday life

C

Words: 232
Kanji: 64

Use more particles

Make more varied
expressions by
expressing degree

F

Words: 415
Kanji: 81

Explain reasons and
the causes of things

Have a basic conversation with
doctors and staff at a hospital
Understand some
expressions about social
rules and regulations

CAN DO LIST

(AT THESE LEVELS STUDENTS CAN...)

Intermediate Levels

Advanced Levels

Use appropriate expressions considering other's social standing in society

G

Words: 340
Kanji: 80

Understand simple honorific
expressions

Learn more about various verb
expressions

Learn the causative and
passive forms

Understand the nuance of
conversations
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Know Japanese culture and ideas through reading
Read Japanese literature familiar to Japanese

Communicate with people more
smoothly by learning words
related to interpersonal relations

H

Words: 490
Kanji: 80

Recognize the slight difference
among expressions and use them
appropriately

I

Words: 490
Kanji: 80

Use honorific expressions
particular to Japan

J

Experience natural Japanese by reading a lot of literature and
essays

K

Summarize long sentences

L

Read and comprehend long sentences, and be able to
communicate that content to others

Express your own
situation and emotion

Understand long passage
by learning conjunctions
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